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Properties of the one-dimensional totally asymmetri simple exlusion proess (TASEP), and

their onnetion with the dynamial saling of moving interfaes desribed by a Kardar-Parisi-

Zhang (KPZ) equation are investigated. With periodi boundary onditions, saling of interfae

widths (the latter de�ned via a disrete oupation-number-to-height mapping), gives the exponents

α = 0.500(5), z = 1.52(3), β = 0.33(1). With open boundaries, results are as follows: (i) in the

maximal-urrent phase, the exponents are the same as for the periodi ase, and in agreement with

reent Bethe ansatz results; (ii) in the low-density phase, urve ollapse an be found to a rather

good extent, with α = 0.497(3), z = 1.20(5), β = 0.41(2), whih is apparently at variane with

the Bethe ansatz predition z = 0; (iii) on the oexistene line between low- and high- density

phases, α = 0.99(1), z = 2.10(5), β = 0.47(2), in relatively good agreement with the Bethe ansatz

predition z = 2. From a mean-�eld ontinuum formulation, a harateristi relaxation time, related

to kinemati-wave propagation and having an e�etive exponent z′ = 1, is shown to be the limiting

slow proess for the low density phase, whih aounts for the above-mentioned disrepany with

Bethe ansatz results. For TASEP with quenhed bond disorder, interfae width saling gives α =
1.05(5), z = 1.7(1), β = 0.62(7). From a diret analyti approah to steady-state properties of

TASEP with quenhed disorder, losed-form expressions for the pieewise shape of averaged density

pro�les are given, as well as rather restritive bounds on urrents. All these are substantiated in

numerial simulations.

PACS numbers: 05.40.-a,02.50.-r,05.70.Fh

I. INTRODUCTION

In the absene, so far, of a general theory desrib-

ing non-equilibrium proesses (even in steady state), it

is worthwhile studying simple models whose qualitative

features, it is hoped, will hold for a broad lass of sys-

tems. In this paper we deal with properties of the one-

dimensional totally asymmetri simple exlusion proess

(TASEP) [1℄, and their onnetion with the dynamial

saling of moving interfaes desribed by a Kardar-Parisi-

Zhang (KPZ) equation [2, 3, 4℄. The TASEP is a biased

di�usion proess for partiles with hard-ore repulsion

(exluded volume) [1, 5, 6℄.

Our main purpose is twofold: �rst, to probe the re-

lationship between TASEP behavior and KPZ interfae

evolution under several distint onstraints, to be de-

sribed below; and, fousing espei�ally on systems with

quenhed disorder, to provide an aount of the e�ets

of frozen randomness on the density pro�les and urrents

in TASEP.

Upon implementing spei� features on the partile

system, suh as various boundary onditions, assorted
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partile densities, urrents, and/or injetion/ejetion

rates, as well as quenhed inhomogeneities, we measure

the onsequent hanges to properties of the interfae

problem, taking the latter to be related to the former

by the onnetion whih we now sketh.

The 1+ 1 dimensional TASEP is the fundamental dis-

rete model for �ow with exlusion. Here the partile

number nℓ at lattie site ℓ an be 0 or 1, and the for-

ward hopping of partiles is only to an empty adjaent

site. Taking the stohasti attempt rate p = 1 (see

later) the urrent aross the bond from ℓ to ℓ + 1 is

thus Jℓ,ℓ+1 = nℓ(1 − nℓ+1). This system maps exatly

to an interfae growth model [7℄ in D = 1 + 1, having
integer values of height variables hi(ℓ) on a new lattie

suh that i(ℓ) lies midway between sites ℓ, ℓ + 1 of the

TASEP lattie. The hi are onstrained by the relation

hi(ℓ+1) − hi(ℓ) = 1 − 2nℓ (= ±1). When not onerned

with detailed assoiations of sites between the models we

will omit the (ℓ) in i(ℓ); after ontinuum limits, (ℓ) and
i(ℓ) beome the same.

There is learly a preise one-to-one orrespondene

between these two disrete models and their stohastiity.

Various assoiated ontinuum models are not so learly

related, due to the possibility of di�erent ontinuum lim-

its. A naive ontinuum limit in the TASEP gives [8, 9℄

the noisy Burgers turbulene equation [8, 10, 11℄ for one-

dimensional partile �ow: this equation is the ontinu-
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ity equation resulting from a ontinuum version of the

TASEP bond urrent J , whih takes the form

J = −
1

2

∂ρ

∂x
−

(

ρ−
1

2

)2

+ ζ(x, t) +
1

4
, (1)

where ρ = 〈n〉 (i.e., the "mean �eld" version of n), and
ζ(x, t) is the (unorrelated) noise here used to represent

all the e�ets of stohastiity: 〈ζ(x, t) ζ(x′, t′)〉 = δ(x −
x′) δ(t− t′).
Using the ontinuum "noiseless" version of the

height/oupation given above for the disrete models,

i.e.,

∂h

∂x
= 1− 2ρ , (2)

it is seen that the Burgers equation is related by a spatial

derivative to the KPZ equation [2℄ for the evolution of

the height h(x, t) of an elasti interfae above a �xed

referene level:

∂h

∂t
=

∂2h

∂x2
+

(

∂h

∂x

)2

+ ζ(x, t) . (3)

Depending on boundary onditions imposed at the

extremities, one an have di�erent regimes for the

TASEP [1, 6℄, whose features will be realled below where

pertinent. There should be orresponding regimes also

for KPZ, as pointed out previously [12, 13℄.

In Setion II we investigate the TASEP with periodi

boundary onditions, and the assoiated interfae prob-

lem. By examination of interfae width saling, we es-

timate the respetive ritial exponents. We also study

the behavior of asymptoti interfae widths against par-

tile density in the TASEP, as well as the main features

of interfae slope distributions and their onnetions to

TASEP properties. In Se. III, we examine the interfae

width evolution orresponding to open-boundary TASEP

systems in the following phases: (i) maximal-urrent, (ii)

low-density, and (iii) on the oexistene line. In the lat-

ter ase, we also alulate density pro�les in the partile

system. In Se. IV we turn to quenhed bond disorder

in the TASEP with PBC, providing a saling analysis of

the assoiated interfae widths, as well as results for in-

terfae slope distributions. A diret analyti approah

to steady-state properties of the TASEP with quenhed

disorder is given, fousing on averaged pro�les densities

and system-wide urrents. Finally, in Se. V, onluding

remarks are made.

II. PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

We start by imposing periodi boundary onditions

(PBC) for the TASEP at the ends of the hain, thus

the total number of partiles is �xed. Heneforth, the

position-averaged partile density 〈ρ〉 will be denoted

simply by ρ. Several steady-state properties are known

exatly in this ase [1℄, as the on�guration weights are

fatorizable at stationarity. To make ontat with KPZ

interfae properties, we onsider the width w(L, t) of an
evolving interfae of transverse size L in 1+1 dimensions

in the disrete height model outlined in Setion I. The

average interfae slope is 1 − 2ρ [ see Eq. (2) ℄, and this

average tilt must be taken into aount. This is done by

de�ning

[w(L, t)]
2
= L−1

L
∑

i=1

(hi(t)− h1(t)− (1− 2ρ) (i− 1))
2
,

(4)

where only �utuations around the baseline trend are

onsidered. Initially, w grows with time as tβ , until

a limiting, L-dependent width ∼ Lα
is asymptotially

reahed. With z = α/β, one expets from saling [3, 4℄:

w(L, t) = Lα f

(

t

Lz

)

, (5)

where

f(u) =

{

uβ u ≪ 1

const. u ≫ 1 .
(6)

For the D = 1 + 1 KPZ model, one has the exat val-

ues [2℄: α = 1/2, β = 1/3, z = 3/2.
We have simulated the TASEP on latties with L =

325, 650, and 1300 sites with PBC. For spei�ed den-

sities ρ, we would start from a partile on�guration

as uniform as possible, in order to minimize the asso-

iated interfae width. A time step is de�ned as a set

of L sequential update attempts, eah of these aording

to the following rules: (1) selet a site at random, and

(2) if the hosen site is oupied and its neighbor to the

right is empty, move the partile. Thus, the stohasti

harater resides exlusively in the site seletion proess.

At the end of eah time step we measured the width

of the orresponding interfae on�guration. We took

typially Ns = 104 independent runs, averaging the re-

spetive results for eah t. The evolution of interfae

widths for ρ = 1/2 and assorted lattie sizes is shown

in Fig. 1; the goodness of their saling with the exat

KPZ indies is typial of what is attained over the full

density range. By examining the variation of data ol-

lapse quality against hanges in the �tting exponents, we

estimate α = 0.500(5), z = 1.52(3) for ρ = 1/2. Diret

measurement of the short-time exponent β is less au-

rate; for example, �tting the L = 1300 data of Fig. 1 for

102 < t < 103 to a single power law gives β = 0.31(1).
The limiting (asymptoti) interfae width, wlim obeys

the ρ ↔ 1 − ρ partile-hole symmetry of the TASEP,

with a maximum at ρ = 1/2. Fig. 2 exhibits the be-

havior of wlim for ρ ≤ 1/2, and lattie size L = 325.
The leftmost data point orresponds to eight partiles,

i.e. ρ = 0.0246. For even lower densities, disrete-lattie

e�ets beome more prominent, and the time needed to

attain asymptoti behavior inreases signi�antly.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Double-logarithmi plot of interfae

width against time, orresponding to TASEP with periodi

boundary onditions, ρ = 1/2, lattie sizes L as in key to

symbols. Full line orresponds to w ∼ t1/3. Inset: saling

plot of data on main diagram, using α = 1/2, z = 3/2; L∗ =
L/325.

From Eq. (4), using hi−hi−1 = 1−2ni−1, the squared

width is

[w(L, t)]
2
=

4

L

L
∑

i=1

{

(i− 1)ρ−

i−1
∑

m=1

nm

}2

. (7)

For the steady state with PBC, the on�gurational

weights are fatorizable [1℄: eah nm is indepen-

dently distributed, taking values (0, 1) with probabili-

ties (ρ, 1 − ρ). Consequently, in this ase the average of

[

(i − 1)ρ−
∑i−1

m=1 nm

]2

is (i−1)(ρ−ρ2), and the steady

state rms width is

[

〈w(L)2〉
]1/2

= c (L− 1)1/2 [ρ(1− ρ)]1/2 , (8)

where c is a numerial onstant. This form, onsistent

with having the KPZ saling exponent α = 1/2, is om-

pared with the simulation results for averaged limiting

widths in Fig. 2.

Aording to Eq. (2), partile density �utuations an

be investigated via the probability distribution funtions

(PDF) for slopes of the assoiated interfae problem. In

doing so within the ontext of a disrete-lattie model,

one must take reourse to a oarse-grained desription.

We have experimented by taking interfae segments with

a varying number m of bonds, and alulating the aver-

age slopes between the respetive endpoints. For m & 10
(the smallest pratiable limit, suh that the disrete-

ness of allowed slope values still permits one to speak of

Figure 2: (Color online) Limiting interfae width wlim against

partile density ρ for lattie with L = 325, PBC. Squares are
numerial results, from Ns = 104 samples eah. Error bars

are smaller than symbol sizes. The full line is the analyti

expression, Eq. (8), with a = 9.97 (see text).

a relatively smooth PDF), the urves are very lose to

Gaussians, and their width (height at peak) varies with

m as m−1/2
(m1/2

).

This an be understood by realling the spei� form

of the (fatorizable) partile on�guration weigths in this

ase [1℄. Taking ρ as the overall density, the probability

of ourrene of a on�guration with average slope s =
1− 2x (i.e., average loal density x ∈ [0, 1]), on a lattie

setion with m sites is

P (x) ∼ Cmx
m ρmx (1− ρ)m(1−x) . (9)

Standard treatment of Eq. (9) shows that, lose to the

maximum at x = ρ, the urve shape is indeed Gaussian,

with a width proportional to m−1/2
.

Having thus established the nature of the m-

dependene of slope PDFs, we have used m = 60 in our

alulations, whih gives a onvenient, almost ontinu-

ous, spetrum of allowed slopes. Results for the station-

ary state are depited in Fig. 3. One sees that the ρ = 0.5
PDF is �tted by a Gaussian down to some four orders of

magnitude below the peak, while for ρ = 0.2, departures
from a Gaussian pro�le are notieable already at PDF

values ∼ 10−2
times those at the maximum.

We have followed the evolution of interfae slope PDFs

during the transient regime (starting from a partile dis-

tribution as uniform as possible), for ρ = 1/2. We as-

ertained that, already from early times, their shapes

are very well approximated by Gaussians. Fig. 4 shows

the (root-mean-square) widths of Gaussian �ts to the

PDFs against time. It is noteworthy that, ontrary to
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Figure 3: (Color online) Slope PDFs in stationary state, lat-

tie size L = 325 with PBC, for ρ = 1/2 and 0.2. Full lines

are Gaussian �ts to data.

Figure 4: (Color online) Width σ of slope distributions in

transient regime against time, for ρ = 1/2 and assorted lat-

tie sizes L with PBC. Initial partile on�guration: alternate

empty and �lled sites, for minimum interfae width. Full line

is strethed exponential �t to data (see text). Inset shows

details of main �gure, lose to the vertial axis.

the behavior of interfae widths shown in Fig. 1, here

one does not �nd any signi�ant dependene on lattie

size. It thus appears that, even during the transient,

the range of density �utuations for ρ = 1/2 is shorter

than the smallest lattie size onsidered here, L = 325.
The solid urve in Fig. 4 is a strethed exponential,

F (t) = a − b exp
{

−(t/t0)
δ
}

, for whih the best-�tting

parameter values are t0 = 380(20), δ = 0.51(2).
In summary, we have shown that our methods, namely

inferring saling properties of TASEP via those of the

assoiated interfae problem, do give rather aurate re-

sults (where omparison is possible, i.e., for the sal-

ing exponents α, β, and z) in the simplest ase of a

purely stohasti system with PBC. Our results so far

are in agreement with the so-alled KPZ onjeture [9℄,

skethed in Eqs. (1)-(3) above.

III. OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

A. Numerial results

With open boundary onditions, the following addi-

tional quantities are introdued: the injetion rate αI at

the left end, and the ejetion rate βE at the right one

(both de�ned as frations of the internal hopping rate).

The number of partiles is no longer onstant, although

at stationarity it �utuates around a well-de�ned aver-

age. Therefore, in order to onsider the assoiated in-

terfae widths, one needs to subtrat the instantaneous

average slope 1− 2ρ(t), in the manner of Eq. (4), at eah

time step.

Many stationary properties are known for this ase [1,

5, 6, 14, 15, 16℄, inluding the phase diagram in

(αI , βE) spae. With open boundary onditions one must

be aware that, even at stationarity, ensemble-averaged

quantities suh as densities will loally deviate from

their bulk values, within "healing" distanes from the

hain extremities whih depend on the boundary (inje-

tion/ejetion) rates.

Numerial density-matrix renormalization group

(DMRG) tehniques have been applied to estimate the

dynami exponent z for several loations on the phase

diagram [17℄. More reently [18℄, a Bethe-ansatz solution

has been provided, giving exat (analyti) preditions

for the value of z everywhere on the phase diagram.

We started by investigating the maximal-urrent (MC)

phase (J = 1/4) at αI > 1/2, βE > 1/2. The Bethe

ansatz solution [18℄ predits the KPZ value z = 3/2
there, onurrently with DMRG results [17℄. We took

αI = βE = 3/4, starting from an initial on�guration

with ρ = 1/2 (in the present ase, this is the average �-

nal density as well), and alternate empty and �lled sites,

for minimum interfae width. The evolution of interfae

widths against time was very similar to the PBC ase,

as shown in Fig. 5, and the KPZ exponents α = 1/2,
β = 1/3, z = 3/2 were extrated within error bars of

the same order as those for PBC. We also heked the
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Figure 5: (Color online) Double-logarithmi plot of inter-

fae width against time, orresponding to TASEP with open

boundary onditions inside the maximal urrent (MC) phase,

αI = βE = 3/4. Initial density ρ = 1/2, lattie sizes L as

in key to symbols. Full line orresponds to w ∼ t1/3. Inset:

saling plot of data on main diagram, using α = 1/2, z = 3/2;
L∗ = L/325.

multiritial point αI = βE = 1/2, and found the KPZ

exponents again there, with an auray similar to that

obtained deep within the MC phase. The value z = 3/2
has been found at this point by DMRG as well [17℄.

Elsewhere on the phase diagram, a low-density phase

exists at αI < 1/2, αI < βE (with ρ = αI), and a high-

density phase at βE < 1/2, βE < αI (with ρ = 1 −
βE) [1, 5, 6, 14℄. There is a ritial oexistene line αI =
βE < 1/2, where a �rst-order transition ours [1℄. The

low- and high-density phases are further subdivided [18℄.

However, suh subdivisions will not onern us diretly

here, the relevant fat being that (outside the MC phase)

the Bethe ansatz solution predits a non-vanishing gap

as L → ∞ (i.e. z = 0) everywhere (this is found by

DMRG as well [17℄), exept on the oexistene line where

di�usive behavior with z = 2 is expeted [18℄.

We �rst examined a point away from the oexistene

line, namely αI = 1/4, βE = 1/2 where the stationary

density is thus ρ = 1/4. Setting the initial density at

the stationary value, the time evolution of the assoiated

interfae widths is qualitatively very similar to the ases

illustrated earlier, as shown in Fig. 6; however, saling

turns out to be very di�erent.

Attempting urve ollapse on the data of Fig. 6 (see

inset) gives the following estimates: α = 0.497(3), z =
1.20(5). This would imply β = 0.41(2) from saling; a

diret �t of L = 1300 data for 102 < t < 103 gives

β = 0.35(1), whih is a larger disrepany ompared with

Figure 6: (Color online) Double-logarithmi plot of inter-

fae width against time, orresponding to TASEP with open

boundary onditions inside the low-density (LD) phase, αI =
1/4, βE = 1/2. Initial density ρ = 1/4, lattie sizes L as

in key to symbols. Full line orresponds to w ∼ t5/12. Inset:
saling plot of data on main diagram, using α = 1/2, z = 6/5;
L∗ = L/325.

the saling predition than, e.g., for PBC or for the MC

phase with open boundaries.

These results for α and z are inonsistent with the sal-
ing relation α + z = 2 from galilean invariane [2℄; how-

ever, it should be realled that translational invariane,

the key ingredient for galilean invariane to hold, is in

general broken by the system's boundaries here present.

The fat that α + z = 2 is obeyed for open boundary

onditions, in the MC phase αI , βE ≥ 1/2, an be ex-

plained on the basis of simple kinemati-wave theory [16℄

for the TASEP. Indeed, in this phase the kinemati waves

produed by both boundaries do not penetrate the sys-

tem [16℄, and one does not see the formation of a shok

(density wave) in the bulk whih would otherwise disrupt

the translational symmetry.

As mentioned above, both DMRG numeris [17℄ and

the Bethe ansatz solution [18℄ predit z = 0, i.e., the
orrelation length is supposed to be �nite here. We de-

fer disussion, and a proposed solution, of the apparent

ontradition between our own results and previous ones,

to Subsetion III B below, where a ontinuum mean-�eld

treatment of the approah to stationarity is developed.

For the moment, we note that an explanation an be pro-

vided for the limiting-width exponent α, by going bak to
Eq. (7) whih was there applied to the fatorizable-weight

ase of PBC. As seen from the development immediately

below Eq. (7), the only hanges brought about by a �-

nite orrelation length (assumed to be ≪ L) amount to
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Figure 7: (Color online) Double-logarithmi plot of inter-

fae width w and overall partile density ρ against time,

orresponding to TASEP with open boundary onditions, at

αI = βE = 1/4 (on the oexistene line), lattie size L = 325,
and two distint initial densities, ρ0 = 1/4 and 1/2.

an L-independent orretion to the term within round

brakets, resulting from short-range density-density or-

relations. Thus, the L1/2
dependene of

[

〈w(L)2〉
]1/2

,

given in Eq. (8), remains valid here. This is orrobo-

rated by our numerial estimate α = 0.497(3), quoted
above.

Next, we looked at a point with αI = βE = 1/4, on the

oexistene line. In the stationary state, one expets a

low-density phase with ρ− = αI , and a high-density one

with ρ+ = 1 − βE , to oexist. We investigated the time

evolution of both interfae widths and overall densities,

with two di�erent initial onditions, namely ρ0 = 1/4,
1/2 (beause of partile-hole symmetry, starting with ρ =
3/4 gives the same interfae width as for ρ = 1/4, and
a omplementary partile density). It an be seen in

Fig. 7 that with both initial onditions, the �xed point

for the average density is ρ = 1/2. While, for ρ0 =
1/4, the time evolution of the assoiated interfae width

still displays the simple, monotoni, harater found in

all setups previously studied here (apart from a small

bump at early times), suh a feature is lost for ρ0 =
1/2. Though the width eventually settles at a unique

saturation value, the orresponding relaxation time is one

order of magnitude longer than elsewhere on the phase

diagram or for PBC (see the urves for L = 325 in the

respetive �gures).

In order to unravel the orresponding spatial parti-

le distributions, we also looked at the time evolution of

slope PDFs at this point, for the same initial densities.

Results are depited in Fig. 8, showing that for both

Figure 8: (Color online) Slope PDFs at assorted times, for

interfaes orresponding to TASEP with open boundary on-

ditions, at αI = βE = 1/4 (on the oexistene line), lattie

size L = 325, and two distint initial densities, namely (a)

ρ0 = 1/4, and (b) ρ0 = 1/2. Key to symbols: squares, t = 150
(a), t = 50 (b); triangles, t = 500; hexagons, t = 5000; rosses,
t = 20000.

ases a double-peaked struture eventually evolves. The

peak heights indiate a large degree of spatial segregation

between the ρ0 = 1/4 and 3/4 phases. For example, in

ase (b) [initial density ρ0 = 1/2℄, at t = 20000 the peaks
assoiated to the oexisting densities are∼ 8 times higher

than the trough in the PDF at slope zero (ρ = 1/2).

We pursued this point further, via diret examination

of the evolution of averaged density pro�les in the par-

tile system. Results for L = 325, with initial density

ρ0 = 1/2 and initial distribution as uniform as possible

(i.e., alternating empty and oupied sites), are shown in

Fig. 9.

For t . 500, the low injetion/ejetion rates ause the

the initial plateau of uniform density to be symmetrially

eaten into, as illustrated by the t = 50 pro�le. After

the two density waves meet, a shok (kinemati wave) is

formed, whih for this ase of αI = βE < 1/2, is station-
ary on average [16℄, i.e., it jiggles around and is in e�et

bouned o� the system's boundaries. For the ensemble-

averaged densities at �xed times & 500, the onsequene
of this is that the promediated pro�les grow ever more

featureless (beause the spread between loations of the

shok, at the same time but for di�erent noise realiza-

tions, inreases with time owing to inreasing sample-to-

sample deorrelation). At t = 10000, one sees in Fig. 9

a nearly-onstant slope, i.e., the loal average density in-

reases roughly linearly with position along the system.

Looking bak at Fig. 7, however, it is apparent that a
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Figure 9: (Color online) Ensemble-averaged partile density

pro�les at assorted times, for TASEP with open boundary

onditions, at αI = βE = 1/4 (on the oexistene line), lattie
size L = 325, and initial density ρ0 = 1/2. Averages taken

over 104 independent samples (see text).

large degree of spatial segregation remains at stationar-

ity between the ρ = 1/4 and 3/4 phases, within eah

realization.

Finally, still on the oexistene line, we investigated the

saling properties of interfae widths. For this, we hose

the initial ondition ρ0 = 1/4 whih, as seen in Fig. 7,

results in a relatively smooth and monotoni evolution

pattern. Our data (skipping the very early stage t < 103,
for whih the small bumps referred to above make their

appearane) are displayed in Fig. 10.

Attempting urve ollapse on the data of Fig. 10

(see inset) gives the following estimates: α = 0.99(1),
z = 2.10(5). This would imply β = 0.47(2) from sal-

ing, as shown by the straight line on the main plot; a

diret �t of L = 1300 data for 7 × 103 < t < 7 × 104

gives β = 0.39(1), whih again is a larger disrepany

ompared with the saling predition than in ases pre-

viously examined here.

The estimate of z from urve ollapse is roughly in

line with the Bethe ansatz predition [18℄ z = 2, though
it seems di�ult to streth the error bars for our data

to inlude this latter value. As regards α, our estimate

suggests that α = 1 is possibly an exat result for this

ase.

An argument an be given as follows. Going bak to

the alulation outlined, for PBC, in Eq. (7), and reall-

ing the spatial phase segregation shown in the late-time

data of Fig. 8, one sees that the dominant feature of the

interfae (partile system) is its division at a strongly

�utuating interfae into two main segments with sym-

Figure 10: (Color online) Double-logarithmi plot of inter-

fae width against time, orresponding to TASEP with open

boundary onditions on the oexistene line, at αI = βE =
1/4. Initial density ρ0 = 1/4, lattie sizes L as in key to sym-

bols. Full line orresponds to w ∼ t0.47. Inset: saling plot of
data on main diagram, using α = 1, z = 2.1; L∗ = L/325.

metri slopes (low and high densities), of lengths ∝ L.
In order words, loal densities will be orrelated along

distanes of order L. This is enough to guarantee that

the mean square interfae width will depend on L2
. This

argument is supported by a alulation of the size de-

pendene of the stationary mean square width. On the

oexistene line the di�using shok gives a linear average

stationary density pro�le (refer to the late-time urves in

Fig. 9), and this makes the large time limit of Eq. (7)

proportional to L2 (2αI − 1)2 , onsistent with α = 1.

B. Continuum mean-�eld approah

We investigate how the e�ets of number onservation

an in�uene the approah to stationarity. We wish to

�nd out whether, and under what onditions, transient

(e.g., ballisti) phenomena an our whih would mask

the underlying long-time relaxational dynamis. Deter-

mination of the exponent z via interfae width saling,

as done in Ses. II and IIIA, relies heavily upon ollaps-

ing the 'shoulders' whih mark the �nal approah to sta-

tionarity, thus this method always piks out the longest

harateristi time. Therefore one may ask, for the low-

density phase with open boundary onditions, whether

the L−independent relaxation time implied by the pre-

dition z = 0 is hidden underneath a longer proess; and

whether in this senario the latter time, whih is aptured

by interfae width saling, is assoiated with features not
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so far emphasised within Bethe ansatz investigations, as

in the onnetion between ballisti motion and imaginary

parts of energies. Suh things might explain the seeming

mismath between our results and those of Ref. 18.

In the TASEP (and similar non-equilibrium �ow pro-

esses) the bulk hopping proess onserves total partile

number - hene the ontinuity-equation nature of the evo-

lution equation, and the slow nature of long-wavelength

�utuations of the density. With open boundaries, parti-

les an appear and leave at the hain ends, thus ausing

the total number of partiles inside to hange.

A group of partiles rossing at a boundary immedi-

ately a�ets the mean density and the loal density near

the boundary. Suh a group may be transferred into the

interior as a kinemati wave/moving domain wall pro-

vided the kinemati wave veloity v is non-zero and of

the right sign. A time of order L/v will be needed to

a�et the loal density throughout a system of size L (as

for example is typially required to ahieve a steady state

on�guration).

This argument suggests that measurements of quanti-

ties (like ones onserved in the interior) whose hanges

are boundary-indued will show harateristi times of

order L z′

, with z′ at least unity (still slower limiting pro-

esses may also be involved, owing to intrinsi features

of the dynamis).

In order to provide a quantitative ounterpart to these

ideas, we have used a ontinuum mean-�eld approah

(see, e.g., Ref. 15) in whih the system is desribed by

the noiseless Burgers/KPZ equations, linearized by the

Cole-Hopf transformation [19, 20℄. This piks up the

kinemati wave e�ets in the evolution of the loal den-

sity ρℓ and its mean ρ. It aptures the ballisti transport
between boundary and interior, desribed qualitatively

above, whih gives z′ = 1. In this desription the re-

dued density σℓ(t) = ρℓ(t)− 1/2 evolves like:

σℓ(t) =
∂

∂ℓ
ln{coshK(ℓ− ℓ0) e

−K2t +

+
∑

k

′

(Ak e
kℓ +Bk e

−kℓ) e−k2t} , (10)

towards a steady state:

σℓ = K tanhK(ℓ− ℓ0) , (11)

where K and ℓ0 are deided by boundary rates (αI , βE),

K being real, exept in the MC phase where it is imag-

inary. The sum

∑′
takes are of the di�erene between

initial and steady states, and (sine this di�erene is de-

aying) it involves omplex k with Re (k2) > K2
; this

k has to be onsistent with boundary onditions. Ak,

Bk are therefore determined by initial onditions. The

di�erene typially beomes a kinemati wave or do-

main wall [5, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26℄. If it is kink�

like, its veloity v depends as follows on oarse-grained

densities ρ<, ρ> and urrents J<, J> on either side of

the kink: v = (J< − J>)/(ρ< − ρ>). These quantities

are set by the steady-state and initial (uniform) density

pro�les; for smooth small�amplitude kinemati waves

v = dJ/dρ = 1 − 2ρ, and then the loal oarse-grained

density ρ is at late times set by the steady state.

For our investigations at (αI , βE) = (1/4, 1/2) the ini-
tial pro�le ρℓ = 1/4 has to go into the steady-state pro�le,
whih orresponds to K = 1/4, ℓ0 = L, and di�ers from

the initial one only in having an upturn (to ρL = 3/8) at
the right boundary.

The kinemati wave veloity for ρ = 1/4 is 1/2, i.e.,
positive, so there is ballisti transfer, atually of vaan-

ies at speed 1/2 from the right boundary, whih after

time t ≃ L/v = 2L produes the steady-state pro�le with

its upturn at the right boundary. This is orroborated

by our numerial results depited in Fig. 6. For all ases

L = 325, 650, and 1300, the interfae width at t = 2L has

reahed more than 98% of its asymptoti value. Thus,

while attempts at produing overall urve ollapse indi-

ate z′ ≃ 1.20 as quoted above, by fousing exlusively

on the saling of the 'shoulders' one gets a result muh

loser to the mean-�eld value.

We also applied this piture to other ases investigated

in Subsetion IIIA, to hek for onsisteny. Results are

as follows.

For the MC phase at (αI , βE) = (3/4, 3/4), initially
ρℓ = 1/2, so v = 0 and the steady state ρℓ di�ers from

the average by an upturn to 2/3 at the left boundary, and
a downturn to 1/3 at the right one. So ballisti e�ets

are not very important; furthermore the limiting proess

is the slower "KPZ di�usion" having z = 3/2.
On the oexistene line at (αI , βE) = (1/4, 1/4), two

initial densities were used: (a) ρℓ = 1/2, (b) ρℓ = 1/4.
For (a), the essential aspets are all as given in Fig. 9, i.e.,

a ballisti early evolution from the domain walls oming

in from either end, followed by the limiting slower dif-

fusive proess (z = 2). These together give rise to the

non-monotoni form in Fig. 7. For (b), the ballisti pro-

ess is e�etive for a long time (of order L) during whih
the average ρ builds up, but again the limiting proess is

di�usion (z = 2).
So, the mean-�eld ontinuum piture is onsistent with

all our numerial results for open boundary onditions,

espeially the one where we di�er from Ref. 18. In this

latter ase, the harateristi time arising from propaga-

tion of the kinemati wave is longer than the intrinsi

(L−independent) one, thus resulting in the e�etive ex-

ponent z′ = 1 (for all other ases, an exponent z > 1 as-

soiated to intrinsi dynamis dominates anyway). Note

that, for this senario to work, one needs the kinemati

wave to have non-zero e�etive veloity v, and (for a har-
ateristi relaxation time, proportional to L, to show up)

one also needs the kinemati wave to have to traverse a

length of order L � whether that is the ase depends on

the maximum distane from the nearest e�etive bound-

ary to the plae(s) where the pro�le has to be adjusted.

In summary, the di�erene between our results and

those of Ref. 18 is real, and interpretable as above. The

e�ets and interpretation may be important for other

quantities onserved in the bulk whih build up only by
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propagation from the boundaries.

IV. QUENCHED DISORDER

Quenhed disorder in the TASEP has been studied by

many authors [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32℄. Here, we investigate

bond disorder [29℄, i.e., while all partiles are idential,

the site-to-site hopping rates are randomly distributed.

Hereafter, we restrit ourselves to binary distributions

P (p) for the internal nearest-neighbor hopping rate p:

P (p) = ϕ δ(p− ps) + (1− ϕ) δ(p− pw) , (12)

where ps > 1/2, pw < 1/2 are assoiated, respetively, to
"strong" and "weak" bonds.

One must reall that the bond disorder introdued

above gives rise to orrelated, or "olumnar" disorder

in the assoiated interfae problem [29, 33℄. Indeed, the

(�xed) value of the hopping rate at a given position x
along the partile-model axis will determine, one and

for all, the probability of the height h(x) being updated.

This is in ontrast with the usual piture of quenhed

disorder in the KPZ model [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39℄, where

it is assumed that the intensity of disorder is a random

funtion of the instantaneous two-dimensional position

(x, h(x)) of the interfae element at x.
In Figure 11 we show interfae width data for PBC,

ρ = 1/2, and ϕ = 1/2, ps = 0.8, pw = 0.2 in Eq. (12).

Note that the relaxation times are one order of magni-

tude longer than is usual for pure systems (in the lat-

ter ase, one must make exeption for the oexistene

line with open boundary onditions). Though the over-

all piture of a saling regime still holds, with interfae

widths evolving in a simple, monotoni way, in general

the quality of data ollapse is lower than for pure systems.

From our best �t, we estimate α = 1.05(5), z = 1.7(1),
from whih saling gives β = 0.62(7). A diret �t of

2×103 ≤ x ≤ 2×104 data for L = 1300 gives β = 0.56(1),
only just within the error bars predited by saling.

We have examined the stationary-state slope distribu-

tions for the interfae problem. Numerial results are

displayed in Fig. 12, together with their �t by a double-

Gaussian form, Φ(x) = aG1(x)+(1−a)G2(x), where Gi

is a Gaussian entered at xi with variane σ2
i . The best-

�tting parameters give a roughly symmetri urve, with

a = 0.53(2), x1 = −0.26(1), x2 = 0.31(1), σ1 = 0.21,
σ2 = 0.18. Suh a double-peaked struture indiates

phase separation, as seen earlier for pure systems on

the oexistene line (though here this is quantitatively

milder, as the peak-to-trough ratio is ∼ 1.3, to be om-

pared to ∼ 8 in the previous ase). Phase separation

is known to be a feature of the quenhed-disordered

TASEP [27℄.

We now outline a theoretial framework for the desrip-

tion of the quenhed-disordered problem, in the spirit of

earlier work by Tripathy and Barma [27℄. The analyti

understanding of slope distributions and, partiulary, of

Figure 11: (Color online) Double-logarithmi plot of interfae

width against time, orresponding to TASEP with periodi

boundary onditions and binary quenhed disorder, with ϕ =
1/2, ps = 0.8, pw = 0.2 [see Eq. (12)℄. ρ = 1/2, lattie sizes

L as in key to symbols. Full line orresponds to w ∼ t0.61.
Inset: saling plot of data on main diagram, using α = 1.05,
z = 1.7 (see text); L∗ = L/325. Eah point is an average over

10 000 independent realizations of quenhed randomness.

Figure 12: (Color online) Slope PDF in stationary state,

orresponding to TASEP with quenhed disorder, ϕ = 1/2,
ps = 0.8, pw = 0.2 [see Eq. (12)℄. Lattie size L = 325 with

PBC, ρ = 1/2. Full line is a double Gaussian �t to data

(see text). 100 independent realizations of quenhed random-

ness were used, for eah of whih samples were olleted from

3× 104 onseutive interfae on�gurations.
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urrents and pro�les, rests on the division of the sys-

tem, for a given disorder on�guration, into an alternat-

ing suession of weak-bond and strong-bond segments

(Sw
and Ss

) eah ontaining only bonds of one strength.

The longest weak bond segments determine the urrent

through the system. This is easily seen in a mean �eld

aount of the steady state of the partile system (with

PBC). Here the onstant urrent J yields the relation

(pro�le map)

ρℓ+1 = 1−
J

pℓ ρℓ
, (13)

where pℓ is the hopping rate from site ℓ to ℓ+ 1, and ρℓ
is the mean oupation of site ℓ.
Throughout a weak bond segment Sw

n of length n
the map involves the onstant (redued) urrent J/pℓ =
J/pw ≡ Jw. The orresponding strong bond variable

is J/ps ≡ Js; Js < Jw sine ps > pw. So, within

any Sw
n (or Ss

n) the pro�le map is that of an e�e-

tive pure system, whih is well known to give density

pro�les of kink shape, orresponding to low urrent or

high urrent: ρℓ − 1
2 = k tanh k(ℓ − ℓ0) (monotoni

inreasing) or ρℓ −
1
2 = −K tanK(ℓ − ℓ0) (monotoni

dereasing), depending on whether the redued urrent

J/p is less than or greater than 1/4. k and K are re-

lated to the redued urrent by k =
√

(1/4)− (J/p);

K =
√

(J/p)− (1/4) [32℄.
In the high urrent ase K has to be small [. O(1/L)

in a segment of size L ℄, to prevent the tangent from di-

verging and taking ρℓ outside of the permitted physi-

al range [0, 1]. In the binary random system, it is not

possible to have both weak and strong bond segments

(having respetively K = Kw, Ks) in the high urrent

'state' sine that would lead to monotonially dereas-

ing ρ for all segments. That would violate the periodi

boundary ondition requirement. It annot even apply

with open boundary onditions in a large system, be-

ause even with Ks kept small by having Js lose to 1/4,
the larger Jw would ause a large Kw, resulting in non-

physial values of ρℓ. Arguments of this sort show that

the strong bond segments Ss
are all in the low urrent

phase, i.e., Js < 1/4 with density pro�les in eah Ss
in-

reasing monotonially. Thus, for PBC the pro�les in

eah Sw
have to derease. That an ome about from

having Jw > 1/4, whih leads to Kw =
√

Jw − (1/4).
If the longest weak bond segment has length n0, to

prevent unphysial ρℓ's resulting from a divergene of

tanKw(ℓ − ℓ0) somewhere within that segment we must

have Kw ≤ π/n0. This gives:

1

4
≤

J

pw
.

1

4
+

(

π

n0

)2

. (14)

It is straightforward to show that the harateristi

length of weak bond segment is n ∼ ln (1/(1− ϕ)),
and the largest weak segment length is n0 ∼
lnL/ ln (1/(1− ϕ)), so the above ondition on Jw is very

Figure 13: (Color online) Upper part: time-averaged partile

density against position on setion of L = 325 system with

PBC, orresponding to TASEP with quenhed disorder, for a

�xed bond on�guration (seen in lower part of �gure). Overall

density ρ = 1/2, ϕ = 1/2, ps = 0.9, pw = 0.1 [see Eq. (12)℄.

Average is over 4.65× 105 suessive time steps, in stationary

state. Note kink-shaped pro�le for 35 . x . 45, in diret or-

respondene with the longest onentration of strong bonds;

also, the high-urrent pro�le for 65 . x . 75, oiniding with
the longest onentration of weak bonds.

restritive, making the urrent typially J ∼ (pw/4) +
O
(

(1/ lnL)2
)

.

This is in agreement with simulation results J ≃ 0.055
and 0.029, respetively for pw = 0.2 and pw = 0.1 (both

with ρ = 1/2 on a lattie with L = 325).

A dereasing pro�le in eah Sw
is also possible with Jw

slightly less than 1/4 sine, in addition to the kink-shaped
low urrent pro�le, a pro�le with ρℓ dereasing between

1 and (1/2) + k an result from the low urrent map.

Again the Kw that allows that is limited, leading for this

ase to J ∼ (pw/4) − O
(

(1/ lnL)2
)

. This was seen, for

example, in simulations for ρ = 0.8, where pw = 0.1
gives J ≃ 0.024. This same result an also arise from an-

other low urrent pro�le (having ρℓ dereasing between

(1/2)− k and zero). All these weak segment pro�les are

seen in simulation results, together with the harateris-

ti kink-shaped pro�les of the strong-bond segments (e.g.,

for pw = 0.1, ρ = 0.5 see Fig. 13, having J = 0.0297(3),
i.e., J/pw just greater than 1/4).

Loal density or slope distributions P (σ), with σ ≡
∂h/∂x, are available from the pro�les ρℓ, just as for

the pure ase, by using the known density-slope relation,
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Eq. (2) in:

P (σ) =
∑

segments

∫

dσℓ
δ(σ − σℓ)

| dσℓ/dℓ |
=

∑

segments

1

| dσℓ/dℓ |σℓ=σ

.

(15)

Contributions from high urrent segments give (using

σℓ = −K tanKℓ ):

C ≡
1

| dσℓ/dℓ |σℓ=σ

= 2
[

σ2 + 4K2
]−1

, (16)

while low urrent segments have ontributions

C =

{

2
[

4k2 − σ2
]−1

for |σ| < 2k

2
[

σ2 − 4k2
]−1

for |σ| > 2k .
(17)

In Eqs. (16), (17), these ontributions are superimposed

with ϕ�dependent weights related to their frequeny of

ourrene. Stohasti e�ets, missed from this aount,

ause �utuations in the spatial pinning of the pro�les

(as for the pure ase), leading mainly to a smoothing of

the divergenes near σ = ±2k in the low urrent segment

ontributions. Quantitative omparison of these predi-

tions, e.g., to the data displayed in Fig. 12, is not entirely

appropriate, on aount of the oarse-graining introdued

by taking slope samples along segments of size m bonds

(typially m = 60, as mentioned above). Nevertheless,

one an see that some general aspets, suh as the ap-

pearane of peaks roughly equidistant from σ = 0, are
e�etively mirrored in the numerial results.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We start our disussion by realling that the thermo-

dynami limits of interfae models, suh as KPZ, and

of exlusion proesses, di�er in a subtle way. Namely,

as an be seen from Eqs. (5) and (6), if one takes the

L → ∞ limit before allowing t → ∞, one is left with

a perpetual oarsening transient in whih the interfae

gets ever rougher. On the other hand, the TASEP dis-

plays a well-de�ned stationary state even on an in�nite

system. Therefore, the orrespondene of the limiting-

width regime of the former type of problem to the sta-

tionary state of the latter an be only take e�et within

a �nite-size saling ontext.

One one is mindful of this distintion, however, the

similarities and di�erenes between two �nite systems

linked by the orrespondene realled in Se. I are ex-

peted to be bona �de features, whih re�et objetive

onnetions between the physis of non-equilibrium �ow

proesses, and that of moving interfaes in random me-

dia.

In Se. II we �rst on�rmed that the known KPZ ex-

ponents an be numerially extrated, with good au-

ray, from the saling of interfae widths derived from

the underlying TASEP with PBC. For a given range of

system sizes, diret evaluation of β by examination of

the transient regime of width growth against time seems

to be the least aurate proedure, whih in this ase

gave β = 0.31(1). From saling, with α = 0.500(5),
z = 1.52(3), one gets β = 0.33(1), in muh better agree-

ment with the exat β = 1/3. Measuring this exponent

diretly from the transient regime tends to result in un-

derestimation; as seen in Ses. III and IV above, suh a

trend is present in all our subsequent results, both for

open systems and for quenhed disorder. Also for PBC,

we showed that the dependene of limiting KPZ interfae

widths against TASEP partile density an be aounted

for by a treatment, whih makes expliit use of the weight

fatorization that ours for TASEP with PBC [1, 6℄. Ar-

guments based on weight fatorization provide an expla-

nation for the shape of slope distributions in the interfae

problem as well.

In Subse. III A, we �rst established that open-

boundary systems in the maximal-urrent phase, hara-

terized by αI , βE ≥ 1/2, exhibit the same set of KPZ

exponents as their PBC ounterparts. For the expo-

nent z, this is in agreement with the Bethe ansatz so-

lution [18℄. Examination of interfae widths orrespond-

ing to systems in the low-density phase, with αI = 1/4,
βE = 1/2, shows that urve ollapse an be found to a

rather good extent, giving the following exponent esti-

mates: α = 0.497(3), z = 1.20(5), β = 0.41(2). This

apparent disagreement with the Bethe ansatz predi-

tion [18℄ of z = 0, whih implies a �nite orrelation

length, is addressed in Subse. III B (see two paragraphs

on). We have been able to provide a predition of the

(possibly exat) interfae width exponent α = 1/2, based
on onsiderations whih make expliit use of a �nite or-

relation length for the TASEP.

For systems with αI = βE < 1/2, i.e., on the oexis-

tene line of the open-boundary TASEP, interfae width

saling gave α = 0.99(1), z = 2.10(5), β = 0.47(2). We

provided a predition of α = 1 based on properties of the

orresponding TASEP, in this ase the fat that phase

separation governs the dominant features of the interfae

on�guration at stationarity. Diret alulation of den-

sity pro�les in the partile system shows the time evo-

lution of a shok (kinemati wave). At late times, the

ensemble-averaging of loal densities tends to mask the

evidene of phase segregation, whih an, however, be

retrieved by examination of the orresponding interfae

slope PDFs.

In Subse. III B, we outlined a mean-�eld ontin-

uum alulation, whih sheds additional light on the ap-

proah to stationarity in open-boundary systems. We

showed that, under suitable onditions suh as those

at (αI , βE) = (1/4, 1/2) with uniform initial density

ρℓ = 1/4, system-wide propagation of a kinemati wave

translates into a harateristi time ∝ L z′

(z′ = 1 in

mean �eld). This goes towards explaining the appar-

ent inonsisteny between our result from interfae-width

evolution, z = 1.20(5), and that from the Bethe ansatz

solution whih gives z = 0. Indeed, in that ase the

L−independent relaxation time implied by z = 0 is hid-
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den underneath a slower part of ballisti origin, and it

is the saling of the latter whih is aptured by the in-

terfae width ollapse, but not by onsiderations solely

of the real part of Bethe ansatz exitation energies. Fur-

thermore, in all other ases where our own numerial

results are onsistent with those of Ref. 18, the mean-

�eld predition onurs with both. An extension of this

work has now been arried out using the more preise

domain wall method of Refs. 23, 40 on a kink�like initial

state in the massive phase [41℄. This shows learly the

ballisti element and the muh faster (size-independent)

amplitude deay, providing an independent on�rmation

of the senario.

In Se. IV we investigated quenhed bond disorder in

TASEP with PBC. From the saling analysis of the or-

responding interfae widths (whih in this ase are sub-

jeted to orrelated, or "olumnar" randomness [29, 33℄)

we estimate α = 1.05(5), z = 1.7(1), β = 0.62(7).
For omparison, values quoted for β in standard, two-

dimensional quenhed disorder in D = 1+1KPZ systems

are lose to 0.63 [35, 36℄. It has been argued [36, 37℄ that

this type of KPZ model is in the universality lass of

direted perolation, thus one should have β = βDP =
0.633. Furthermore, in Ref. 37, it is shown that by vary-

ing the intensity of the various terms in the quenhed

ounterpart of Eq. (3), one an make KPZ-like sys-

tems go through distint regimes, namely: pinned, with

αP = 0.63(3), βP = 0.67(5), zP = 1.06(8); moving, with

αM = 0.75(4), βM = 0.74(6), zM = 1.01(10); and an-

nealed (i.e., fast-moving interfae), with αA = 0.50(4),
βA = 0.30(4), zA = 1.67(26). It an be seen that our

own set of estimates does not fully �t into any of these,

as ould reasonably be expeted from the extreme or-

relation between quenhed defets whih is present here,

and not in those early examples.

We tested universality properties within the olumnar

disorder lass of models. This was done by replaing the

binary distribution, Eq. (12), with a ontinuous, uniform

one: P (p) = (1 − c)−1
for c < p < 1. We used c = 0.1,

thereby avoiding the problems assoiated with allowing

p = 0, see Ref. 29, while still having a rather broad dis-

tribution. Our data sale similarly to those displayed in

Figure 11 for Eq. (12). We get α = 1.05(5), z = 1.45(10)
(hene β = 0.72(7) from saling), in reasonable agree-

ment with the binary disorder ase, though error bars

for z just fail to overlap.

We also investigated slope distributions for the

quenhed disorder problem. These provide lear evidene

of phase separation, a phenomenon known to take plae

in suh irumstanes [27℄.

A diret analyti (mean-�eld) approah to steady-state

properties of TASEP with quenhed disorder produed

losed-form expressions for the pieewise shape of aver-

aged pro�les densities, as well as rather restritive bounds

on urrents. All these have been veri�ed in our numeri-

al simulations. The analyti approah is similar to that

of Ref. 27, where it was already shown that a mean �eld

desription applies, and to part of Ref. 32. In plae of the

maximum urrent priniple used in Ref. 27 we have ob-

tained analyti onsequenes of the mean �eld mapping

within segments and ombined them with segment prob-

abilities to obtain new results, partiularly for pro�les

and limiting urrents.

We note that, for weak randomness, haraterized by

a small value of a disorder parameter ε [this ould be,

e.g., ps−pw in Eq. (12)℄, and steady state onditions, the

noiseless (mean-�eld) onstant urrent ondition gives an

equation for σ ≡ ∂h/∂x in the form:

ε ζ(x) =
∂σ

∂x
+ σ2 , (18)

where ζ(x) is a quenhed variable orresponding to ran-

dom bond disorder. Eq. (18) has the same struture as

that found for equations governing the evolution of lo-

al Lyapunov exponents for Heisenberg-Mattis spin glass

hains [42, 43℄. To see the orrespondene, refer, e.g., to

Equation (14) of Ref. 43, substituting ε for (low) magnon

frequeny ω. So one an, in priniple, adopt the same

type of Fokker-Plank proedures to �nd distributions of

σ in Burgers-like equations, and hene of slope distribu-

tions in KPZ systems.
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